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As indigenous peoples have become actively engaged in the human rights movement around the world, the sphere of international law, once deployed as a tool of imperial power and conquest, has begun to change shape. Increasingly, international human rights law serves as a basis for indigenous peoples’ claims against states and even influences indigenous groups’ internal processes of decolonization and revitalization. Empowered by a growing body of human rights instruments, some as embryonic as the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), indigenous peoples are embracing a global “human rights culture” to articulate rights ranging from individual freedom and equality to collective self-determination, property, and culture. Accordingly, this Essay identifies and provides an account of what we see as an unprecedented, but decidedly observable, phenomenon: the current state of indigenous peoples’ rights—manifesting in tribal, national, and international legal systems—reflects the convergence of a set of dynamic, mutually reinforcing conditions. The intersection of the rise of international human rights with paradigm shifts in postcolonial theory has, we argue, triggered a “jurisgenerative moment” in...
indigenous rights. Bringing indigenous norms and values to their advocacy, indigenous peoples have worked to assert their voices in, and indeed to influence, the human rights movement. Indigenous peoples are now using the laws and language of human rights, shaped by indigenous experiences, not only to engage states but also as a tool of internal reform in tribal governance. This is, in our view, a jurisgenerative moment in indigenous rights—a moment when both the concept and practice of human rights have the potential to become more capacious and reflect the ways that individuals and peoples around the globe live, and want to live, today.
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INTRODUCTION

As indigenous peoples have become actively engaged in the human rights movement around the world, the sphere of international law, once deployed as a tool of imperial power and conquest, has begun to change shape. International human rights law now serves as a basis for indigenous peoples’ claims against states and even influences indigenous groups’ internal processes of revitalization. Empowered by a growing body of human rights instruments, some as embryonic as the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), indigenous peoples are increasingly recognized in international human rights law as possessing the “right to have rights.” From a historic rights vacuum, indigenous peoples have emerged to embrace the evolution of a global “human rights culture” and to articulate rights ranging from individual freedom and equality to collective self-determination, property, and culture.

An examination of these global, if nascent, shifts in indigenous rights reveals a dynamic and complex system that stretches well beyond international legal regimes and into state and indigenous forums alike. This “multiple site”

---

1. For our working definition, we follow S. James Anaya who identifies “indigenous peoples” as those who are indigenous because their ancestral roots are embedded in the lands in which they live, or would like to live, much more deeply than the roots of more powerful sectors of society living on the same lands or in close proximity. . . . [T]hey are peoples to the extent they comprise distinct communities with a continuity of existence and identity that links them to the communities, tribes, or nations of their ancestral past.

S. JAMES ANAYA, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 3 (2d ed. 2004).


engagement has produced a profound human rights moment, one manifested in
the development of interrelated and inter-reliant legal norms and structures.

Events comprising the indigenous rights movement reveal not only “law’s
migration,”8 but also its generative force and potential to loosen colonization’s
bind. In 2001, for example, the Inter-American Court on Human Rights held
that Nicaragua’s obligation to protect property rights under Article 21 of the
American Convention on Human Rights encompassed interests defined by the
Awas Tingni peoples’ own customary law of land tenure.9 In 2006, Navajo
Indians created a tribal human rights commission and later successfully lobbied
for the recognition of water and subsistence rights against powerfully aligned
federal, tribal, and corporate interests.10 In 2007, the highest court of Belize
ruled in favor of indigenous property rights, based on customary land tenure,
citing heavily to the then-draft of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.11 Later that year, indigenous groups—having gathered for twenty
years at the United Nations in Geneva to press for international studies,
hearings, and lawmaking on indigenous rights—witnessed the General
Assembly adopt the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples by a vote
of 144 to 4.12 Within three years, the most ardent dissenters, Canada, New
Zealand, Australia, and the United States, all reversed their opposition and
adopted the Declaration.

These examples reflect only a few of the seismic shifts occurring in
indigenous rights. For decades, indigenous peoples from across the globe have
relied on human rights regimes to challenge the laws of the nation-states in
which they reside.13 They have articulated their claims, pursuant to treaties and
other instruments, before the Inter-American Commission and Court on Human
Rights as well as before the U.N. Human Rights Council.14 Their claims often
invoke indigenous legal norms that have increasingly received recognition in
individual cases and have begun to influence the development of international
human rights law itself.15 Concurrently, nation-states are beginning to accept

8. See generally id.
.navajo-nsn.gov/mission_vision.html (last visited Nov. 7, 2013) [hereinafter NNHRC
Mission/Vision].
12. See UNDRIP, supra note 3, ¶ 12.
14. See infra Part III.
15. See, e.g., Dann v. United States, Case 11.140, Inter-Am. Comm’n H.R., Report No. 75/02,
OEA/Ser.L./V/II.117, doc. 5 rev. ¶ 5 (2002), available at http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/cases/75-
02a.html (“[T]he Commission concluded that the State has failed to ensure the Danns’ right
to property under conditions of equality contrary to Articles II, XVIII and XXIII of the American
Declaration in connection with their claims to property rights in the Western Shoshone ancestral
lands.”).
human rights norms derived from international and indigenous sources in their own judicial decisions, constitutions, and other activities. And indigenous peoples themselves are employing human rights discourse as a tool for internal reflection and reform. These phenomena are inextricably intertwined in substance and form, ultimately reinforcing and reifying a truly indigenous body of human rights law.

Building on our previous work, this Essay sets out to document and provide a theoretical account of an unprecedented, but decidedly observable, phenomenon: the current state of indigenous peoples’ rights—manifesting at the tribal, national, and international levels—reflects the convergence of a set of dynamic, mutually reinforcing conditions. The intersection of the rise of international human rights, increased indigenous participation in legal development, and paradigm shifts in postcolonial theory has triggered a truly indigenous human rights movement, one that pervades lawmaking at multiple levels. This is, we assert, a realization of Robert Cover’s vision in Nomos and Narrative: paideic communities that live their commitments and absorb, process, and create law “all the way down.” Just as profoundly, we argue, indigenous peoples are influencing law around and outside of their communities, all the way up into state and international practice. By participating in the human rights movement as peoples, indigenous peoples have begun to transcend the state-centric model that often excludes other groups meriting legal and political attention on the world stage.

16. See infra Part III.
17. See infra Part III.
21. Our previous works consider some of the bases for treating indigenous groups as “peoples.” See Carpenter et al., In Defense, supra note 18, at 1051–57; Kristen A. Carpenter, Real Property and Peoplehood, 27 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 313, 346–57 (2008); Riley, Governance, supra note 18, at 1123. For a helpful account of indigenous peoples’ involvement in international law as challenging the state-centric model, see Lillian Aponte Miranda, Indigenous Peoples as International Lawmakers, 32 U. PA. J. INT’L L. 203 (2010). For seminal works on the rights and responsibilities of “peoples” more generally, compare JOHN RAWLS, THE LAW OF PEOPLES 25, 79–81 (1999) (proposing categories of “peoples” that should be recognized as playing a role in the international legal order and articulating limits on the behavior of non-liberal peoples such that they may still retain their autonomy), with MARTHA C. NUSSBAUM, FRONITERS OF JUSTICE: DISABILITIES, NATIONALITY, SPECIES MEMBERSHIP 244, 263 (2006) (critiquing Rawls’s concept of “peoples” as vague and arguing for a more robust view of human rights). See also Lakshman Guruswamy, Energy Justice and
“uncovering” their own legal traditions and working to “decolonize”\textsuperscript{22} indigenous experiences,\textsuperscript{23} they increasingly expect international human rights law to reflect and advance indigenous norms—and for indigenous law, in turn, to reflect the best of international human rights principles. They are advocating this nuanced approach to human rights in various forums, including tribal, state, and international tribunals, as well as legislatures, agencies, and other organs of civil society. In short, we argue, the world is witnessing a \textit{jurisgenerative moment} in indigenous peoples’ human rights.\textsuperscript{24} Finally, in setting forth the case for the jurisgenerative moment, we also seek in this work to encourage greater dialogue across the fields of indigenous rights and international human rights. Indigenous rights scholarship is uniquely concerned with the role of indigenous peoples in the human rights movement and whether international law will affect indigenous peoples in their real-life struggles.\textsuperscript{25} Although international


\textsuperscript{24} Our use of the phrase “jurisgenerative moment” draws on both the work of Robert Cover with respect to the jurisgenerative nature of certain lawmaking communities, and that of Bruce Ackerman, who adroitly coined the “constitutional moment.” \textit{Cover, supra note 19}; Bruce Ackerman, \textit{A Generation of Betrayal?}, 65 FORDHAM L. REV. 1519, 1519 (1997) (explaining that “[a] constitutional moment occurs when a rising political movement succeeds in placing a new problematic at the center of American political life”). We are not the first to draw on Cover’s work to identify other “jurisgenerative moments.” See Judith Resnik, \textit{Living Their Legal Commitments: Paideic Communities, Courts, and Robert Cover}, 17 YALE J. L. & HUM. 17, 27 (2005).

human rights scholarship has considered questions surrounding the development and implementation of international human rights law, such consideration has usually been in other contexts. Even more specifically, to the extent that human rights discourse addresses the norm of self-determination or the role of non-state actors in international law, it could benefit from deeper engagement with indigenous peoples’ experiences.


28. See Goodman & Jinks, supra note 27, at 653 (“[C]ounterhegemonic norms exhibit the same pattern of diffusion as prohegemonic norms, suggesting that conventional conceptions of global power politics provide an inadequate descriptive account. One important example is the norm of self-determination (understood as a fundamental human right), which supported decolonization and motivated many indigenous rights campaigns.”). For more on the topic of indigenous peoples and self-determination, see generally Anaya, supra note 1, at 97–184 (elaborating on the norm of self-determination in international law as it pertains to indigenous peoples); see also Charles Wilkinson, Blood Struggle: The Rise of Modern Indian Nations (2005) (describing the self-determination movement in the United States); Stephen Cornell & Joseph P. Kalt, Self-Determination: The Political Economy of a Policy that Works (Harvard Univ. HKS Faculty Research Working Paper Series, Paper No. RWP10-043, 2010), available at http://dash.harvard.edu/handle/1/4553307.

29. See, e.g., Harold Hongju Koh, Remarks: Twenty-First-Century International Lawmaking, 101 Geo. L.J. 725, 743 (2013) (“Finally, the new twenty-first-century international lawyering process recognizes that states are not the only actors. Of course, neither international law nor foreign policy have ever been completely restricted to states, but the proliferation and influence of nonstate actors has ‘gone viral’ in recent years. And so it is inevitable that the United States government now finds itself developing relationships not just with states, but with civil-society and industry groups too, among others.”) (internal citations omitted); see also Andrew Clapham, Human Rights Obligations of Nonstate Actors 2 (2006); Philip Alston, The ‘Not-a-Cat’ Syndrome: Can the International Human Rights Regime Accommodate Non-State Actors?, in Non-State Actors and Human Rights 3, 3–5 (Philip Alston ed., 2005). With respect to indigenous peoples as nonstate actors, see, for example, Clare Boronow, Note, Closing the Accountability Gap for Indian Tribes: Balancing the Right to Self-Determination with the Right to a Remedy, 98 Va. L. Rev. 1373, 1410–16 (2012) (suggesting indigenous peoples may have rights and obligations under international human rights law through their relationship with states, a more capacious approach to international legal personality, and/or because they are persons or entities who enjoy certain rights and duties as a matter of customary international law); Robert J. Miller, Inter-Tribal and International Treaties for American Indian Economic Development, 12 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 1103, 1118–19 (2008) (considering whether Indian tribes might be bound by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the North American Free Trade Agreement, or the World Trade Organization).

30. See Ryan Goodman & Derek Jinks, Socializing States: Promoting Human Rights though International Law 60–86 (2013) (analyzing the results of empirical studies in the areas of constitutional design, children’s rights, female suffrage, and domestic violence). We recognize
Our Essay proceeds as follows: In Part I, we consider the development of the international human rights movement, particularly as a response to conquest and colonization by states, and also highlight some of the key critiques to the movement. Part II lays the theoretical background for this work, situating it within international law, postcolonial indigenous theory, and Robert Cover’s work on the jurisgenerative process in paideic communities. Finally, Part III gives life to the jurisgenerative moment by providing a snapshot of the multiple ways in which we see human rights developing in indigenous, national, and international settings around the globe today.

I. ANTECEDENTS TO THE JURISGENERATIVE MOMENT

In this part, we consider certain antecedents to the current jurisgenerative moment. Historically, there have been debates about whether international law justifies indigenous conquest or guarantees indigenous rights, including whether international law offers a viable alternative to oppressive domestic legal regimes created to subdue indigenous peoples. In contemporary times, wherein tribal people are increasingly asserting their collective autonomy in governance, culture, and economic matters, many indigenous peoples have coalesced around the use of human rights law as an instrument of decolonization and self-determination. Accordingly, Section A identifies several historical moments when indigenous peoples engaged with international law and legal institutions, focusing on examples that presage the contemporary indigenous human rights movement.

Nonetheless, we do not attempt to provide a comprehensive history of indigenous legal interactions with states around the world, a subject that would clearly exceed the scope of this piece. Several of our examples come from the United States and Canada, as well as New Zealand and Australia, reflecting particular patterns of settler-colonialism that we describe below. In other parts

the relatively nascent state of the indigenous rights field and acknowledge that it may still be too soon to undertake empirical studies that would most deeply and comprehensively inform these inquiries. At this point, therefore, we offer several preliminary observations, and hope that these will lead to additional scholarly work in the future.

31. For a broad discussion of colonial experiences around the world and the role of indigenous peoples in lawmakers and shaping the international legal order, see generally LAUREN BENTON, LAW AND COLONIAL CULTURES: LEGAL REGIMES IN WORLD HISTORY, 1400–1900 (2002); KEN S. COATES, A GLOBAL HISTORY OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES: STRUGGLE AND SURVIVAL (2004). For a broad treatment of the history of indigenous peoples around the globe, see generally ANAYA, supra note 1, 15–72 (providing a historical context for international law’s treatment of indigenous peoples from the fifteenth century into the modern era); ROBERT A. WILLIAMS, JR., THE AMERICAN INDIAN IN WESTERN LEGAL THOUGHT: THE DISCOURSES OF CONQUEST (1990) (tracing the role of Western legal thought in the conquest and colonization of indigenous peoples and lands by Spain, France, England, and the United States from the fifteenth to nineteenth centuries). For an explanation of how and where indigenous and minority rights diverged, see Will Kymlicka, The Internationalization of Minority Rights, 6 INT’L J. CONST. L. 1, 6–31 (2008).
of the world, including Latin America, Asia, Africa, the Arctic, Oceania and the Pacific, and the Middle East, indigenous peoples often experienced conquest and colonization on different legal grounds that led to similar experiences of widespread impoverishment, dislocation, and loss of culture and religion. Across the world, the concept of “who is indigenous” remains contested and varied, as do contemporary legal problems and strategies. Acknowledging these limitations and opportunities for further work, we offer the following brief account to provide helpful historical, legal, and thematic touchstones for our jurisgenerative argument.

A. Formation: Rights of Indigenous Peoples

1. The Colonial Period

Colonizers and indigenous peoples initially acted as separate sovereigns, governed by international law. With the arrival of Europeans, indigenous peoples became involved in matters of trade, passage, and security. In 1493, Pope Alexander granted Spain and Portugal authority over diplomacy,
governance, and trade with indigenous peoples around the world.\textsuperscript{40} Spanish representatives implemented the \textit{encomienda} system granting conquistadors, soldiers, and officials dominion over Indian land and labor in the Americas and the Caribbean.\textsuperscript{41} The Dominican cleric Bartolomé de las Casas decried practices including the killing and enslavement of Indians and, along with the theologian Francisco de Vitoria, espoused the concept of “humanity” of indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{42} Yet while de Vitoria recognized that indigenous peoples had natural rights as free peoples and rejected the pope’s broad grant of land title to Spain, he also allowed that indigenous peoples’ failure to abide by the law of civilized, Christian nations could justify waging war against them.\textsuperscript{43}

Here were some of the seeds of the international law justification for Indian conquest—articulated in the Spanish \textit{Requerimiento} of 1512—which led to violence, dispossession, and devastation for indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{44} International law thus provided the European powers with practices and doctrines that both limited and legitimated indigenous conquest and colonization.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, international law came to be defined as the Law of Nations, which was premised on the natural rights of the nation-state as well as the positive law of treaties and arrangements among states. The Law of Nations projected a certain “ambiguity” with respect to the powers of European states over indigenous peoples, with the Law of Nations’ primary intellectual proponent Emmerich de Vattel alternatively citing the right of European states to acquire land pursuant to discovery and decrying the conquest of certain groups.\textsuperscript{45} As a practical reality, during this era, European and indigenous peoples often negotiated the contours of trade, war, and land rights through treaties. Spain recognized limited indigenous governing authority, for example, in negotiating early treaties with indigenous groups in Chile.\textsuperscript{46} Other indigenous peoples signed treaties with England, France, Spain, the Dutch Republic, and other nation-states.

Thus, many of the foundational legal interactions between indigenous peoples and Europeans occurred pursuant to international law,\textsuperscript{47} and sometimes

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} See ANAYA, \textit{supra} note 1, at 16.
\item \textsuperscript{42} See, \textit{e.g.}, id. at 16–19; KAREN ENGLE, \textit{THE ELUSIVE PROMISE OF INDIGENOUS DEVELOPMENT: RIGHTS, CULTURE, STRATEGY} 19–21 (2010); WILLIAMS, \textit{supra} note 31, at 95–103.
\item \textsuperscript{44} See ANAYA, \textit{supra} note 1, at 16–19, 36 n.20 (quoting King Ferdinand’s \textit{Requerimiento} of 1512 that called on “idolatrous Indians” to acknowledge the supremacy of the Catholic Church, Pope, and Spanish monarchy over them and their lands, or otherwise submit to war, slavery, and the destruction of property).
\item \textsuperscript{45} See id. at 20–25.
\item \textsuperscript{46} See Miller, \textit{supra} note 40, at 889–92.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See generally Philip P. Frickey, \textit{Domesticating Federal Indian Law}, 81 MINN. L. REV. 31, 36–38, 52–53 (1996) (tracing this history in the U.S. context and arguing that it provides a basis for
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
at the confluence of indigenous and European traditions. Robert A. Williams, Jr., draws on the example of the *Gus-Wen-Tah*, or the Two Row Wampum, a treaty made in 1613 between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the Dutch to illustrate the encounter and integration of indigenous and European norms in an early legal agreement. Indeed, indigenous peoples continued to bring their own legal traditions—including concepts of kinship, reciprocity, and sacred trust—to their treaty relationships with Europeans into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

After securing their own freedom from England, however, “settler” states, including the United States, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia, increasingly sought to manage indigenous affairs through state law. Philip Frickey called this the process of “domesticating” indigenous peoples’ law. In the United States, for example, Indian tribes did not participate in the drafting or ratification of the Constitution; nonetheless, the Constitution gave Congress authority to regulate trade with Indian tribes and declared treaties to be the “supreme Law of the Land.” Shortly thereafter, the U.S. Supreme Court fashioned common law rules both mediating and effectuating conquest. By virtue of the “Marshall Trilogy” of cases, Indian nations became classified as “dependent domestic sovereigns” that, by virtue of inherent tribal sovereignty,
treaties, and federal supremacy, retained rights of occupancy and self-governance over their reserved territories.57

Despite these formal rights, tribes were often relocated, sometimes forcibly, from their traditional territories or pressured to accept onerous treaty terms.58 In 1871, the U.S. Congress ended new treaty-making with Indian tribes,59 and in 1903 the Supreme Court held that the United States could break treaties with tribes without federal court review of such actions pursuant to its “plenary authority” over tribal affairs.60 Thus Indian rights were legally protected, but harshly limited, and ultimately subject to the power and politics of the conquering nation. Additional limitations to tribes’ criminal and civil jurisdiction would follow.61

This was the embodiment of settler colonialism.62 In contrast to “[t]raditional colonialism,”63 which relied on a large indigenous population for labor for the benefit of a small group of colonists,64 in the settler state, the native society had to be marginalized or eliminated.65 In other words, because the colonizers came to stay, “invasion [was] a structure not an event.”66 This version of settler colonialism was replicated with some variation in other nations. In New Zealand, the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840 acknowledged British protection and sovereignty, as well as Maori rights of autonomy over their own affairs.67 In Australia, the courts long treated aboriginal lands as terra nullius,


58. Shortly after the Supreme Court affirmed the Cherokee Nation’s rights over their reserved lands in Worcester v. Georgia, for example, Congress authorized and the executive branch executed the removal of the Cherokee Nation to Indian Territory via the aptly named “Trail of Tears.” Thousands of lives were lost and traditional lands were taken. See Rennard Strickland & William M. Strickland, A Tale of Two Marshalls: Reflections on Indian Law and Policy, the Cherokee Cases, and the Cruel Irony of Supreme Court Victories, 47 OKLA. L. REV. 111, 122–26 (1994).

59. 25 U.S.C. § 71 (1871) (stating that tribes are not entities “with whom the United States may contract by treaty,” although existing treaties are in no way “invalidated or impaired”).

60. Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 553, 565 (1903) (holding that treaty abrogation did not raise justiciable issues that could be reviewed by the Court on the merits).


64. See Rana, supra note 62, at 8.

65. See Wolfe, supra note 52, at 387.

66. Id. at 388.

freely annexing them for generations.68 Canada passed the Indian Act of 1876, “a monolithically injurious piece of legislation” that sought to control and centralize all aspects of Indian life from identity and governance, to land and subsistence.69

In all of these nations, and elsewhere around the globe, indigenous peoples were largely denied citizenship rights during the eighteen hundreds and were subjected to laws that distributed their lands, demolished their economies, usurped their traditional governance systems, criminalized their religions, and tried to “assimilate” them into mainstream society.70

During periods of intense domination by newly formed nation-states, indigenous peoples continued to pursue international channels for the protection of their rights and brought claims to protest nation-states’ assertions of domestic power over them. Indeed, while commentators suggest that historically international law often neglected indigenous subjects per se, it is also apparent that some indigenous peoples believed that the principles of international law applied to them.71 Moreover, indigenous peoples presented their claims through advocacy reflecting their own experiences and values, albeit availing themselves of new forums, processes, and languages.72

2. The Emergence of International Human Rights Law

As soon as an international tribunal became available, indigenous peoples availed themselves of it, and while they were only somewhat successful in initial advocacy, these efforts laid important groundwork for what would become the modern indigenous human rights movement.

One such forum was the League of Nations, formed after World War I, which promised self-determination for states and protection for minorities.73 In 1923, the Six Nations (also known as the Iroquois Confederacy) submitted a petition to the League of Nations claiming that Canada was threatening to “destroy all de jure government of the Six Nations” by escalating the presence of the Royal Mounted Police on reserves and other activities designed to

68. See generally Bain Attwood & Andrew Markus, The Struggle for Aboriginal Rights: A Documentary History (1999). This practice was finally reversed by the Australia high court in Mabo v. Queensland (No. 2) (1992) 175 C.L.R. 1, and the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth).


72. See id. at 675–85.

disrupt traditional leadership and governance practices.\textsuperscript{74} The Six Nations claimed the right to be heard, stemming in part from British treaty recognition.\textsuperscript{75} Canada opposed the petition on grounds that “[t]he Six Nations are not . . . a recognized or self-governing people but are . . . subjects of the British Crown within the Dominion of Canada.”\textsuperscript{76} The Cayuga traditional leader, Deskaheh,\textsuperscript{77} then personally travelled to Geneva where he won the sympathies of several states, and ultimately received an informal venue to present his claims.\textsuperscript{78}

Canada nevertheless kept the Six Nations from addressing the League of Nations—and New Zealand did the same with the Maori;\textsuperscript{79} yet, this early advocacy “set in motion a series of developments that slowly advanced the recognition of indigenous peoples rights in international law.”\textsuperscript{80} As one commentator notes, these efforts and others were entirely consistent with indigenous traditions of self-government, advocacy, dignity, and respect: “[w]hat was new was the presentation of these credentials to a post-imperial international authority, one assumed to govern a moral world in which there was a dignified place for sovereign indigenous nations.”\textsuperscript{81}

These efforts, like international law generally, were greatly influenced by post–World War II developments.\textsuperscript{82} The foundational instruments of international human rights law, including the United Nations Charter, Universal Declaration on Human Rights of 1948, and the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, recognized individual civil and political rights, as well as state interests in self-determination.\textsuperscript{83}

But it was not immediately clear that these instruments would promote either the individual or collective interests of indigenous peoples. In 1949, the U.N. General Assembly recommended a study of the condition of “aboriginal populations and other underdeveloped social groups of the American continent” to improve their condition and foster more efficient use of their

\textsuperscript{75} See id. at 6.
\textsuperscript{76} See id.
\textsuperscript{77} See The Encyclopedia of Native American Legal Tradition 84 (Bruce Elliott Johansen ed., 1998) (discussing Deskaheh).
\textsuperscript{78} Anaya, supra note 74, at 6–7.
\textsuperscript{79} See Henderson, supra note 25, at 24, 32 (noting that the international awareness brought about by the Maori leader Ratana’s 1925 complaints, based on the Treaty of Waitangi, to the League eventually led to land hearings and reform in New Zealand).
\textsuperscript{81} De Costa, supra note 71, at 685.
\textsuperscript{82} See generally Kal Raustiala, Empire and Extraterritoriality in Twentieth Century America, 40 Sw. L. Rev. 605 (2011). See also Henkin, supra note 6, at 407–08.
\textsuperscript{83} See ANAYA, supra note 1, at 251.
resources. Several international conferences followed, raising awareness of indigenous peoples.

The first treaty to single out indigenous peoples as special subjects of human rights concern was the International Labor Organization Convention (ILO) 107, adopted in 1957. Concerned about “the exploitation” of indigenous workers during the industrial era, the ILO identified the need to protect “indigenous and other tribal or semi-tribal populations” during the period when they were integrating into larger national societies. Given this substantive orientation and the lack of participation of indigenous peoples during its drafting, ILO 107 was ultimately viewed as an assimilationist instrument insufficiently cognizant of indigenous interests in political and cultural survival as distinct entities.

In the 1950s and 1960s, some indigenous groups placed great hope in the global decolonization movement, believing that instruments such as the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (1960)—with its provisions condemning colonialism, segregation, and discrimination—would mean freedom for indigenous peoples as well. But when colonies in Asia, Africa, and Oceania gained independence, indigenous claims for self-determination and development were merely left to new national governments that did not typically empower indigenous peoples.

As scholars suggest, the failure of the decolonization movement to address indigenous concerns led a new generation of indigenous leaders to focus on human rights instruments as a potential vehicle to address the poverty, land loss, violence, and social problems that often plagued indigenous peoples in the twentieth century. To the extent that international law addressed minority rights at the time, it was largely without specific attention to indigenous concerns. The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), adopted in 1966, affirmed that all “peoples” have a right to “freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development,” and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights emphasized the rights...
of minority groups “to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, [and] to use their own language.” The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) of 1969 required states to adopt measures combating racial prejudices and discrimination, and certain UNESCO instruments emphasized the right to cultural identity. Yet, while these international human rights instruments, especially the common recognition of the right to “self-determination” in both the ICCPR and ICESR, offered a potential correction to the Universal Declaration’s exclusion of any reference to collective or group rights, states remained eager to quash potential claims for any separate political existence by indigenous groups. As Rebecca Tsosie points out, states continued to resist indigenous self-determination, “fearing that this might cause political destabilization and trigger movements toward secession.” In the indigenous rights movement, there were several strands of thinking about self-determination, with certain proponents advocating for a robust version of territorial integrity and the right to separate from states; and others calling for a pragmatic blend of indigenous self-governance and meaningful engagement with states that would not necessarily require secession to achieve the freedom, integrity, and respect sought by indigenous peoples.

100. See ANAYA, supra note 1, at 109 (articulating the contours of remedial and ongoing self-determination and noting that “[s]ecession . . . may be an appropriate remedial option in limited contexts . . . where substantive self-determination for a particular group cannot otherwise be assured or where there is a net gain in the overall welfare of all concerned”); see also S. James Anaya, Self-Determination as a Collective Human Right Under Contemporary International Law, in OPERATIONALIZING THE RIGHT OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES TO SELF-DETERMINATION, supra note 99, at 3.
3. Evolutions in International Law and the Increasing Recognition of the Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples

By most accounts, it was during this same period, beginning in the 1960s and continuing through the present, that the contemporary indigenous human rights movement gained momentum. As indigenous peoples around the world gained better access to formal education, economic resources, and political organization, they coalesced around ongoing mistreatment and subordination by states. Indigenous leaders—elders, traditional advisers, organizations, and academics—met at conferences and talking circles. They envisioned the ways in which the ideals of peace, freedom, justice, and membership in the human family captured in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights “were remarkably similar to those [sentiments] embodied in the legal traditions of Indigenous peoples.”

These developments were accompanied by broader action and involvement around the world. Indigenous advocates began appearing at the ILO, U.N., and UNESCO, and these institutions, in turn, began to reassess the role of indigenous peoples in international law. For example, the International Indian Treaty Council, founded in 1974 at a gathering of the American Indian Movement in Standing Rock, South Dakota, gained “non-governmental organization” status at the U.N. Economic and Social Council in 1977. The U.N. Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities completed a highly influential study on indigenous peoples, and in 1977 the U.N. hosted a conference of NGOs on discrimination against indigenous peoples, which two hundred indigenous representatives traveled to Geneva to attend. In 1982, the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights established the Working Group on Indigenous Populations (UNWGIP). The UNWGIP offered a formal structure and venue for indigenous peoples to articulate their values and struggles, and for states to respond.

102. See, e.g., SHELAGH LEVANGIE, GLOBALIZED NATIVE POLITICS: NEGOTIATING THE UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 7 (2008); see also Miranda, supra note 21, at 219 (postulating four factors that have enabled indigenous peoples to participate in international law “during the past forty years,” including “(1) shifts in ideological conceptions of indigeneity; (2) local affronts to indigenous peoples’ way of life and greater opportunities for transnational coalition-building, simultaneously facilitated by circumstances of globalization; (3) attention under international law to promoting ideals of participatory democracy; and (4) advocacy by indigenous peoples aimed at greater recognition of participatory rights”).

103. See HENDERSON, supra note 25, at 31.


As indigenous peoples developed a growing global consciousness, shared identity, and common set of goals, international human rights instruments began to reflect these sentiments. In 1989, in response to calls by indigenous peoples and others, the ILO began a process to draft and ultimately adopt a new convention. The resulting instrument, ILO Convention No. 169 “Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples,” provided that “indigenous and tribal peoples shall enjoy the full measure of human rights and fundamental freedoms without hindrance of discrimination.” While disclaiming any particular legal effect of the term, ILO 169 recognized the rights of indigenous and tribal “peoples” in a clear departure from ILO 107, and also expressed respect for the ongoing existence of indigenous and tribal lifeways. More specifically, it acknowledged the “social, cultural, religious, and spiritual values and practices” of indigenous and tribal peoples; called for “special measures” to safeguard the “persons, property, labour, cultures, and environment” of the peoples concerned; and articulated a standard of “due regard” for the “customs and customary law” of indigenous and tribal peoples. Finally, it provided that state governments “shall . . . consult the peoples concerned . . . whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly.”

While ILO 169 failed to meet certain aspirations in terms of both process and content, it was still a relatively progressive instrument for its time. ILO 169 recognized indigenous group identity and community, and called for

---
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112. The ILO is a tripartite organization in which states are represented by representatives from government, employers, and workers. There is a great deal of literature commenting on the extent to which this structure and adaptations to it allowed indigenous peoples to participate in ILO 169. See, e.g., LUIS RODRIGUEZ-PINERO, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, POSTCOLONIALISM, AND INTERNATIONAL LAW: THE ILO REGIME (1919–1989), at 291–331 (2005) (describing some of the factors that limited indigenous leadership and participation in the ILO 169 drafting and adoption process, thereby challenging the overall legitimacy and legacy of the Convention); Swepston, supra note 109, at 18–28 (describing “special arrangements . . . made for indigenous representation in order to overcome . . . exclusivity in the ILO’s concept of NGOs,” which included workers’ and employers’ representatives).
“special measures” to implement its provisions. Moreover, as a binding covenant of international law, ILO 169 remains vitally important to indigenous advocacy, especially in Latin America and the Caribbean where fifteen of the twenty states to ratify the Convention are located.

In 1985, the UNWGIP formally embarked on the project of drafting a declaration focused specifically on the rights of indigenous peoples. The UNWGIP provided opportunities for indigenous peoples to participate in the process, including by commenting on draft principles and working papers. Reflecting these points of engagement, the former chairperson of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations described the “substantive contributions made by indigenous peoples” to the draft declaration. In 1993, the UNWGIP submitted a draft declaration that was adopted by the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in 1994. The next year, the Commission on Human Rights considered this draft and established a Working Group on the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples for further work. States increasingly mobilized to participate in the process. For years, indigenous and state representatives struggled over the meaning and scope of “indigenous,” “peoples,” “self-determination,” and other key provisions.

The version of the Declaration presented to the General Assembly affirmed that indigenous peoples have the right to full enjoyment, “as a collective or as individuals,” of all human rights recognized by the U.N. Charter, Universal Declaration on Human Rights, and international human rights law. It retained the language from early drafts on “indigenous peoples” and “self-determination,” as well as rights to traditional lands, economic development, education, family and child welfare, self-government, culture, religion, expression, and others. Key provisions call for states to obtain “free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures” affecting indigenous peoples. Near the end of
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the negotiation process, several African states sought and obtained specific language protecting the territorial integrity of states, a concession that rankled some indigenous representatives.123

In 2007, the General Assembly overwhelmingly adopted the Declaration (UNDRIP).124 Within several years, the four nations in opposition—the United States, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia—all reversed their positions. The UNDRIP acknowledges rights common to humanity—such as nondiscrimination, equality, and property—and contexts for the enjoyment of those rights that may appear more particular to indigenous peoples, such as spiritual attachment to traditional lands and a focus on community rights.125

As described in greater detail in Part III, ILO 169, UNDRIP, and regional instruments have, in a remarkably short period of time, motivated pivotal changes in laws and values regarding indigenous rights, thereby influencing tribal, domestic, and international legal systems.126

**B. Indigenous Peoples and Human Rights Law: Some Critiques**

At the same time that the indigenous human rights movement is taking shape, its critics are mobilizing. To provide a richer picture of some of the key tensions in indigenous human rights discourse and advocacy, we outline here the most salient criticisms articulated thus far by scholars and advocates. In doing so, we emphasize the interconnected nature of the critiques and acknowledge that they, like the movement itself, are still emerging. To simplify this discussion, we group the multifaceted critiques in two main lines of thought: skepticism about international human rights law (along several axes) and criticism of the reliance on “culture” (and concomitant claims of homogeneity) to advance indigenous rights.


124. UNDRIP, supra note 3.

125. See generally id. See also HENDERSON, supra note 25, at 11–12 (“Indigenous peoples created the Declaration with their own style of diplomacy with the nation-states and the UN system. This diplomacy is as important as the principles in the Declaration. The tenacity of Indigenous diplomacy and the legal traditions that inform it are the deep structure of the Declaration.”); Julian Burger, The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: From Advocacy to Implementation, in REFLECTIONS ON UNDRIP, supra note 25, at 41, 42–43 (“[The Declaration] responds to the real-life problems that threaten the existence of indigenous peoples as identified by indigenous peoples themselves. One of the remarkable features of the Working Group . . . was that the rights proposed were garnered from specific experiences, expressed in the language of the elder, community leader, woman or youth activist. How else could the recognition of indigenous peoples’ spiritual relationship with their lands be included in an international human rights instrument, if not through countless stories of this non-materialist and harmonious bond between humankind and nature?”).

126. It is beyond the scope of this article to elaborate on all international covenants and declarations referencing indigenous peoples. For a helpful source, see generally ANAYA, supra note 1.
1. Skepticism About International Human Rights

Running through discussions of the drafting and ultimate adoption of the UNDRIP was and is a concern that human rights law generally, and the UNDRIP in particular, represents the imposition of foreign legal culture on indigenous peoples, with assimilationist overtones and effects. For one, critics worry that UNDRIP’s ultimate implementation holds the unwelcome power to displace tribal cultural values and disrupt tribal relationships, potentially upsetting, for example, gender-specific roles in tribal religions and property distribution systems that may be inapposite to Western notions of individual equality.

Moreover, because the UNDRIP and all international regimes continue to place the nation-state—rather than autonomous, indigenous groups—at their center, indigenous peoples still lack true recognition as political entities. This potentially undermines rights of self-determination, including the freedom of indigenous groups to “choose their own governments, cultures, and territories from within their own cultural traditions or views.” Essentially, as with past hegemonic regimes, the concern is that indigenous peoples may only guarantee their rights in the international sphere if they do so on the terms of the nation-states and powerful entities that have long worked to dismantle and oppress them.

There is a second strand of skepticism about human rights law surrounding the indigenous rights movement, which represents the other end of the spectrum; that is, whether human rights law is likely to make any difference to indigenous peoples at all.


128. As Elvira Pulitano writes, “there is indeed a certain irony in the fact that the Declaration is framed in the language of international human rights law, the same law that legitimized the superiority of imperial colonial powers and the destruction of indigenous cultures.” See Elvira Pulitano, Introduction to INDIGENOUS RIGHTS IN THE AGE OF THE UN DECLARATION 1, 6 (Elvira Pulitano ed., 2012). H. Patrick Glen also notes the Declaration’s roots in “the profoundly western notion of international law.” H. Patrick Glenn, The Three Ironies of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People, in REFLECTIONS ON UNDRIP, supra note 25, at 171.
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133. See, e.g., Duane Champagne, Can UNDRIP Be Enforced?, INDIAN COUNTRY (Mar. 5, 2012). For a nuanced critique along these lines see Miranda, supra note 21, at 204 (“While indigenous peoples’ participation may serve to lend greater legitimacy to international human rights law and lawmaking processes, such participation may not effectively deliver material gains.”). International law in general has been sharply criticized by scholars who contend that it rarely works to constrain
Human rights activists across fields have long operated with a very clear understanding of the sharp limits on change afforded by any international human rights regime.\textsuperscript{134} Pointing to the UNDRIP’s status as a nonbinding instrument with no enforcement mechanism, and the lack of domestic implementation in most countries, some suggest that the document is, at best, an aspirational statement of policy with little practical import or effect.\textsuperscript{135} As we describe in greater detail in Part III, even states that have opted in to oversight regimes, such as the ILO’s Supervisory System (providing for various types of reports and complaints) or the ICCPR’s First Optional Protocol (allowing for complaints to the U.N. Human Rights Committee), may fail to implement the holdings and recommendations of reviewing tribunals.\textsuperscript{136} The possibility of so much weight being placed on UNDRIP when it—and other similar instruments—are incapable of securing real change for indigenous groups bolsters the claim from critics that the indigenous rights movement should direct its energies elsewhere.

Finally, skeptics about international indigenous rights worry that recognition of indigenous rights, especially to property and territory, threatens to reify or rework colonial relationships. In short, there is little guidance in the UNDRIP or otherwise for resolution of competing claims among indigenous groups. Thus, framing claims about traditional land tenure as property rights narrows the focus of indigenous activism to litigation, entrenches disputes among neighboring indigenous groups, and legitimizes the state-centered regimes in which the claims are filed.\textsuperscript{137} When implemented on the ground, moreover, laws that give legal effect to traditional land tenure—but fail to account for the fact that neighboring peoples often have overlapping, multilayered relationships with land and with each other—have arguably led to state interests, and compliance and enforcement are rare. See, e.g., Jack L. Goldsmith & Eric A. Posner, The Limits of International Law (2005).
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\textsuperscript{136} See Anaya, supra note 1, at 105–31 (providing an overview of implementation and enforcement mechanisms, including the implementation of the UNDRIP); see also id. at 145–82 (describing ILO Supervisory System); id. at 194–214 (describing CERD); id. at 215–50 (describing adjudication by the Human Rights Committee under ICCPR Optional Protocol); id. at 264–319 (providing cases and reports of the Inter-American Court and Commission of Human Rights).

conflict. To the extent that human rights regimes promote the recognition of indigenous resources as fixed legal entitlements protected by the laws of states, they may seem to inflame, rather than resolve, issues endemic to the colonial experience.

2. The Myths and Consequences of Cultural Cohesion

The unique nature of indigenous rights and the manner in which they are often articulated has given rise to several criticisms about how an international human rights regime based on a concept of “indigeneity”—however broadly defined—will interact with, reify, and perhaps even stagnate indigenous cultures.

One strand of this critique asserts that the concept of “culture” is itself problematic and misused in the indigenous rights movement. In essence, the concern is that deploying unique cultural attributes as a basis for claims of indigenous rights might have a narrowing and confining effect. As one author puts it, “right to culture claims, when successful, threaten to limit the groups that might qualify for protection, force groups to overstate their cultural cohesion, and limit indigenous economic, political, and territorial autonomy.” In other words, indigenous groups’ insistence on and adherence to these ideals may unduly confine efforts at true cultural evolution, self-determination, economic development, and other rights.

139. See id.
140. In a provocative new book, Karen Engle draws on the work of Gyatri Spivak to argue that indigenous human rights advocates are inappropriately employing “strategic essentialism” to characterize indigenous demands in terms of certain cultural attributes, particularly attachment to land. ENGLE, supra note 42, at 10–13. She argues that the decision to frame contemporary struggles in terms of “human rights to culture” is an attempt, unsuccessful in her view, to mediate the tension between the individualist, Western conception of human rights and the indigenous interests in communal land and traditional economic, social, and cultural practices. Id. at 13.
141. See id. Engle’s concern is the subordination of indigenous “development” goals to a “cultural” agenda, which she sees as an “unintended consequence” of the indigenous rights movement. Id. at 7–13. For a somewhat different view of the role of human rights in indigenous development issues, see Lilian Aponte Miranda, The Role of International Law in Intrastate Natural Resource Allocation: Sovereignty, Human Rights, and Peoples-Based Development, 45 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 785, 792 (2012) (arguing that “an emerging human rights approach based on the substantive land and resource rights of peoples supports a peoples-based model of development potentially capable of more readily alleviating conditions of inequity and continued subordination for historically marginalized communities”).
142. Engle is not alone in her view that indigenous identity is a problematic basis on which to claim rights. Anthropologists often criticize “culture” in this context, expressing the view that modern hybridities undermine the connection between indigeneity and legal rights. See Adam Kuper, The Return of the Native, 44 CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY 389, 395 (2003) (arguing that when indigenous peoples “demand recognition for alternative ways of understanding the world,” they do so “ironically enough . . . in the idiom of Western culture theory”).
A second strand of the culture critique focuses on conflicts that may arise within communities that purport cultural cohesion—what this Essay will later term “paideic nomos”—particularly when those cultural practices are enforced by “authoritative interpretations.” The concern is that, to the extent tribal autonomy empowers a collective right to govern through customary law, it challenges the fundamental precepts of international human rights law. As Martha Minow observes, “One of the touchiest points of contention involves whether individuals or groups are the primary unit of analysis and protection for human rights.” In the individual-centered view, international human rights law is meant to protect the individual against the state; thus, where the language of human rights has been employed to facilitate indigenous self-governance, it may have the effect of immunizing indigenous groups from human rights accountability. This could potentially lead to the exclusion or suppression of dissident voices.

This critique has taken on particular resonance in countries that have relied on international human rights regimes—bolstered by the UNDRIP in some instances—to advance collective indigenous rights and tribal autonomy. Cases where individuals face discrimination, exclusion, or even oppression within their tribal communities, perpetuated by the tribal authorities to which they are subject, are percolating up from the tribal level to gain prominent attention. From Mexican villages where indigenous women are denied the right to run for office under tribal law, to Indian tribes that pass membership along gender-based bloodlines, to Micronesian cultures that maintain rigid caste systems to organize village life, the stories of indigenous individuals...
within tribal communities continue to emerge, highlighting a central tension in international human rights law as applied to self-governing indigenous groups: how to protect the individual civil and political rights of tribal members while simultaneously advancing indigenous self-government and, concomitantly, indigenous peoples’ cultural survival.152

* * *

All of these critiques are deeply resonant and important in the indigenous context, and many unanswered questions remain. To date, there has been less empirical data gathered on the impact of indigenous rights law than on the impact of international law more broadly or its other subfields.153 Accordingly, while we agree there are legitimate complaints about indigenous rights law, we contend the critiques are either incomplete or premature. It is possible that they will prove unduly skeptical of indigenous rights law insofar as they fail to fully account for the instances in which indigenous peoples are deeply and consciously involved in architecting a human rights system that bridges—or at least aspires to bridge—Western and indigenous ideals, mechanisms, and outcomes at every level.

As we have suggested above, indigenous peoples historically have been deeply involved in international human rights advocacy and have obtained the knowledge of its language and processes to address their needs as peoples. This history suggests that indigenous peoples are not naïve about the contradictions inherent in the human rights movement;154 to the contrary, preliminary assessments indicate they are acknowledging and addressing these challenges on their own terms.155

Contemporarily, just as indigenous peoples deploy human rights law to support claims for natural resources, religious freedoms, and equality against states, they are also using the language and instruments of human rights to inspire internal reflection on tribal governance. Indigenous scholars and tribal
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leaders, for example, are developing proposals for dispute resolution mechanisms to address precisely the kinds of individual rights claims and intertribal disputes that seem most problematic today. Similarly, indigenous peoples and advocates are deeply and consciously engaged with questions of identity and culture as they relate to economic development, land claims, and other matters. Admittedly few of these deep conflicts—between the individual and the collective, among tribes, or between cultural and economic needs—have been satisfactorily resolved. As we have noted in previous works, indigenous communities are struggling with these challenges. Where we see great promise is at the confluence of indigenous traditions and human rights, a space in which indigenous peoples may be able to develop approaches to resolving these contemporary problems. This is a critical aspect of the jurisgenerative process, as we describe below.

II.

NOMOS, NARRATIVE, AND THE DECOLONIZATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

In his seminal work Nomos and Narrative, Robert Cover characterized paideic communities as those that “live within the complex encodings of commitments.” In Cover’s language, such communities are uniquely jurisgenerative—or law-creating—simply because the very act of living daily
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life entails law creation. In this Section, we draw on Cover’s iconic work first to describe the uniquely jurisgenerative features of self-governing indigenous communities. We then discuss the intersection of Cover’s theory with the work of theorists and activists concerned with the “decolonization” of laws that have cabined the possibilities and rights of the world’s indigenous peoples. We highlight this intersection to lay the groundwork for understanding the observable trend in Native governance—which we describe using detailed examples in Part III—toward an increased focus on international human rights law as a catalyst for jurisgenesis within indigenous communities.

A. Robert Cover and the Nomos and Narrative of American Indian Nations

Cover’s *Nomos and Narrative* articulated a thick theory around the *nomos*, or “normative universe,” where “law becomes not merely a system of rules to be observed, but a world in which we live.” Cover focused on what he described as “paideic” communities: those that “live within the complex encodings of commitment—their sacred narratives—that ground the understanding of the law that they offer.” For Cover, these groups were defined as those for whom life, culture, religion, and the daily routines of being a human in a social community are deeply intertwined with religious belief and practice; he offered Mennonites, Orthodox Jews, and the Amish as examples.

Cover extended his ideas to American Indian tribes only by footnote, but subsequent scholars have built on his work to describe the paideic nature of indigenous groups, particularly those for whom the sacred and the secular are

---
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inextricably intertwined. One oft-cited example is that of the traditional Pueblos of the Southwest, who still maintain theocratic governments. For these tribes, there is no separation between the spiritual and secular orders, and leaders are chosen according to secret ritual, with rights and duties set and maintained in private.

Robert A. Williams Jr. was one of the first indigenous legal theorists to embrace Cover and use his work as a vehicle for richer understanding of tribal peoples as deeply jurisgenerative. Williams tied Cover’s work to tribal sovereignty as conceived in the United States—specifically focusing on the right of reservation Indians to make their own laws and be governed by them. In this sense, self-determination and jurisgenesis intertwine, as both recognize the right of Indian people to govern themselves according to their “shared normative commitments.” Thus, the paideic nomos of Indian nations is facilitated and maintained through the restoration and continuation of indigenous peoples’ rights to live in accordance with their own laws and traditions.

To that end, Cover’s work and the subsequent extensions of his theory contemplating indigenous peoples as paideic communities provide the theoretical grounding for this Essay. We find that considering indigenous and tribal peoples around the world through the lens of jurisgenesis helps in understanding indigenous law-creation and in grasping indigenous peoples’ historical and contemporary status as largely distinct from the nation-states that threaten to engulf them. The phenomenon we have identified further reveals that law-creation is occurring at every “level” at which indigenous peoples make and experience law: tribal, national, and international. Critical to understanding the jurisgenerative moment, however, is realizing that this process is neither discrete nor confined to each respective “level,” but migrates to other planes of law-production, creating an entirely new nomos within which indigenous rights are central. The examples provided in Part III illustrate this process.

Though we find Cover’s work critical to the theoretical underpinnings of the jurisgenerative moment, it does not stand alone. As we describe in Part B below, Cover’s foundational theories combine with transformative shifts in
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decolonization literature and practice to provide an even richer and fuller picture of the jurisgenerative moment in indigenous rights law.

B. The Postcolonial Convergence

In the past twenty years, most prominently in the so-called settler nations of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, indigenous studies scholars have increasingly engaged decolonization theory. Legal scholars in the United States, in particular, have focused on the concept of decolonization to better understand all the ways in which the exceptional position of Indian tribes within the United States has threatened the full exercise of sovereignty and their equality within the federal system. Because a grasp of this exceptionalism is key to understanding the impact of both colonial law and efforts to decolonize the law, we provide here (1) a brief account of the relevant history and (2) a sketch of the decolonization literature, in both cases focusing particular attention on the situation of American Indian tribes.

1. American Indian Tribes and the United States

Indian nations are anomalous within the federal system. Tribes are pre-constitutional and have never been formally incorporated into the American constitutional framework, allowing them to maintain a separate sovereignty that defines their relationship with the United States. But American laws advancing Indian autonomy have increasingly come under scrutiny as potentially violative of equal protection norms, which focus on formal equality. Thus, as one author has pointed out, American “[c]onstitutional supremacy is a great achievement of Americans but a threat to Native American tribes.” In other words, “[e]qual protection jurisprudence provides for equality of assimilation into the constitutional reality,” but “assimilation into the jurisdictional monopoly destroys rather than benefits tribes.”
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This unique history and political status means that Indian tribes all too often find justice elusive, as they cannot be reconciled as either sufficiently within or without the federal system. Indeed, the entire field of American Indian law is constitutionally, historically, and jurisprudentially characterized by exceptionalism.

This status creates a paradox for Indian nations whose presence in what is now the United States long predates European contact. This continent—Turtle Island to many—is the setting for the creation stories of the indigenous peoples who call it home. The sacred places that define their spiritual existence—much like Mecca, Jerusalem, and Mount Calvary to other religious adherents—are here on this continent. For Native people, every component of their peoplehood is tied up in and defined by the lands from which they originated. In indigenous cultures, these lands are not only historical territories; they are also sacred places giving rise to human life, societal values, subsistence practices, and religious beliefs. Around the globe, remarkable natural landscapes—Uluru (Ayers Rock) in Australia, Mato Tipila (Devil’s Tower) in Wyoming, Machu Picchu in Peru, among countless others—constitute sacred sites for indigenous peoples.

American Indians were peoples invaded, whose sacred places were taken from them by force (of law, starvation, or war), and these are the places to which many of them still seek to return. Thus, in the conquest of America, indigenous peoples resisted colonization in part because of the deep cultural and spiritual connections they maintained to the physical territory itself. These connections to land form the political relationship of American Indians with the United States. In this context, American Indians’ intense patriotism, manifested in overrepresentation in the armed forces and active participation in foreign wars, though perhaps baffling to non-Indians initially, should be understood as consistent with the sincere connection that American Indians feel with their homeland.

181. Compare Lyng v. Nw. Cemeteries Ass’n, 485 U.S. 439 (1988) (holding that the First Amendment does not protect the Free Exercise claims of Indians to sacred lands that are owned by the federal government), with Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States, 348 U.S. 272 (1955) (holding that Indian land claims are exceptional and, therefore, a taking of aboriginal title is not a “taking” according to the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution).
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The incongruity created by the process of settler colonialism is perhaps most prevalent in legal development within Indian tribes. Consider, for example, the challenges that indigenous peoples face in maintaining or adapting contemporary governmental institutions. To achieve recognition and legitimacy in the eyes of outsiders, tribal institutions oftentimes must emulate the state and federal systems or risk being considered too far afield from prevailing notions of American constitutionalism to be tolerable. On the other hand, if tribal institutions, particularly tribal courts, merely mirror the state and federal systems, and they do not reflect indigenous laws and values, the process of colonization has truly been complete.

Despite the consequences of colonization, however, for the last several hundred years Native nations within the United States have engaged in their own process of law-making, revitalization, and institution-building within the bounds of the settler colonial state. Though many indigenous governing systems, religions, languages, and cultures survived throughout history, Indian peoples have undoubtedly been shaped by the colonial mindset manifest in American society and unequivocally embedded in American law. Unquestionably, then, one design feature of indigenous governance in contemporary America can accurately be described as a reaction to the processes of colonization.

Thus we find that indigenous governance in a colonized world is seldom free to evolve organically, as it is so often grown in the shadow of colonialism. Because of the influence of colonization, tribes may overtly resist changes otherwise desirable that may be perceived as too Western. In other cases, tribes—perhaps even unknowingly at times—develop rules and legal institutions that are directly born out of reaction to colonial rule. We recognize, of course, that no government can distinguish itself from the political and historical milieu in which it formed. Nor do we mean to suggest that all changes in indigenous cultures from the point of contact until contemporary times must be the result of colonial forces. At the same time, Indian nations continue to wrestle with the overriding plenary power of Congress—a situation that is very different from, for example, that of the
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United States, which has long enjoyed relative independence in making its own law.197

2. The Decolonization Literature

Indigenous legal scholars have undertaken vociferous criticism of the body of law devised by the federal government to “manage” the affairs of Indian tribes—so-called federal Indian law. As a way to contemplate freeing tribal governments from colonial binds, legal scholars have engaged in a decades-long scholarly debate about how best to “decolonize” Indian law.198 These critiques are framed in opposition to the United States’ colonial domination of Indian peoples and its continued assertion of power over Indian tribes. This assertion of power, at times, appears virtually limitless and without corresponding duties to honor the obligations of the sacred trust established between the U.S. government and Indian nations. Efforts to decolonize Indian law include wide-ranging proposals for action taken by American Indian tribes, from resisting American citizenship,199 to dismantling the doctrine of discovery,200 to using tribal courts to limit colonization’s reach within tribal communities.201

One approach has gained traction in recent years and holds particular resonance for this inquiry. Numerous scholars and activists have repeatedly advocated for increased engagement with the international arena to advance indigenous rights and to reconceptualize the status of indigenous groups within nation-states.302 They have long noted the absence of an appeal to international human rights principles as a symptom of continued colonial domination.203 But today, scholars and advocates are more actively embracing the confluence of indigenous and international law, particularly as set forth in the UNDRIP, and they point to it specifically as a vital tool in the decolonization movement.204 Some commentators note, albeit with caution, that the UNDRIP reflects a distinctly indigenous influence on process and substance, that has in turn impacted both domestic and international law.205

In the past few decades, increased attention to indigenous self-governance, articulation of decolonization theories, postcolonial political shifts,
active engagement by indigenous peoples, and global reflection on the rights of marginalized peoples have converged. And this convergence—some presenting as internal evolutions, others as exogenous shocks—has inspired a powerful postcolonial opportunity for indigenous peoples. In this sense, we see the jurisgenerative moment as a descriptively demonstrable phenomenon that is shaping and supporting the generation of tribal law itself.

In the final Part III of this paper, we turn our attention to the way in which indigenous groups are engaging in jurisgenerative processes at the tribal, national, and international levels. In addition, we provide a theoretical account to describe how this amalgam of legal norms meet, combine, and influence one another to produce a genuinely jurisgenerative moment in human rights.

III.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND THE JURISGENERATIVE MOMENT IN HUMAN RIGHTS

Across the globe, indigenous peoples are and historically have been marginalized, existing largely outside the political structures of the nation-states that have formed around them. Statistics demonstrate that today they are among the world’s poorest, unhealthiest, and least educated people. In addition, they are often subjected to violence and the loss of livelihood and property. Ongoing discrimination is a key contributor to indigenous peoples’ shared oppression, particularly as nation-states authorize mineral exploration and extraction on indigenous lands, oftentimes without consultation, consent, or compensation.

As indigenous peoples and their advocates consider strategies for addressing these past and ongoing harms, it is critically important to assess whether and how international law impacts indigenous rights and experiences on the ground. We note that, given the recent vintage of the international human rights movement, it is too early to make any conclusive or sweeping judgments; nevertheless, we contend that a distinctly jurisgenerative process of mutual influence is apparent. For example, global and regional human rights tribunals are relying on indigenous customary law as a basis for indigenous rights. States are beginning to accept human rights norms derived from
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international and indigenous sources in their own judicial decisions, constitutions, and other activities. And tribal courts, councils, and commissions are more frequently citing international instruments as a source of tribal rights and responsibilities.

In Sections A, B, and C, we discuss examples of the jurisgenerative moment as exemplified in international, domestic, and indigenous legal systems, demonstrating the mutual and dynamic influence of various sources of law, legal actors, and institutions. Our discussion focuses not only on cases that are “victories” for indigenous parties, but rather identifies and describes examples that illustrate the variety of indigenous peoples’ engagement with human rights law.

A. In International Law

Scholars have argued persuasively that indigenous peoples have had a profound impact on international human rights law. As one commentator notes, “indigenous peoples have played a significant role in changing the legal landscape of human rights,” yet they have done so “in ways that are not necessarily captured by mainstream accounts of non-state actor participation in international norm-building and decision-making.” Indeed, it is through their sheer persistence in advocacy and insistence on “discursive strategies” that indigenous peoples have pushed international law to reflect indigenous norms and values, at least to some degree.

Through their participation in myriad initiatives, indigenous peoples are pressing international organizations to be responsive to indigenous norms, values, and claims in their standard-setting work. As described above, activities leading up to the adoption of the UNDRIP offer perhaps the most transformative example of indigenous voices in international lawmaking. But many other advocacy initiatives illustrate similarly engaged participation, including the Convention on Biodiversity’s working group on traditional
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knowledge; the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC), the World Bank’s Directive on Indigenous Peoples; the World Health Organization’s indigenous peoples programs, and various climate change initiatives.

In this Section, however, we focus specifically on jurisprudence arising from international and regional decision-making tribunals, including organs of the U.N., the Organization of American States (OAS), and other institutions. This examination reveals the influence of indigenous customary law in a diverse range of disputes: membership, property rights, equality, and others.

This phenomenon is remarkable on several grounds. First, the recognition of indigenous customary law has afforded greater protection of indigenous property rights, which are essential to self-determination, self-governance, and continued cultural existence. Second, considering that indigenous peoples’ internal affairs—including matters bearing on family relations, religious life, and political leadership—are governed by indigenous customary law, the inclusion of these laws into international decision-making processes is critical to achieving meaningful equality and self-determination for indigenous peoples.

International dispute-resolution bodies were contemplating indigenous customary law as early as 1981, when the United Nations Human Rights Committee (HRC) considered Lovelace v. Canada, in which a Canadian Indian woman relied on indigenous, customary law to challenge in an international tribunal the sexually discriminatory rules of the Indian Act. Though the HRC ultimately decided the case on different grounds, this initial
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foray into the use of indigenous customary law foreshadowed the coming trend of “law’s migration” from indigenous communities to international regimes.\(^{224}\)

In the years after *Lovelace*, some of the most groundbreaking indigenous rights decisions came out of regional human rights institutions, rather than through the United Nations. In the Americas, the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights have been at the forefront of incorporating indigenous customary law into the growing body of indigenous human rights.\(^{225}\)

The 2001 case of *The Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua (Awas Tingni)*\(^{226}\) has taken its place as the Inter-American Court of Human Right’s landmark case regarding indigenous rights.\(^{227}\) It involved a dispute over Nicaragua’s grant of a thirty-year lease to a logging company on the ancestral lands of the Miskito, Rama, and Sumo peoples.\(^{228}\) After review, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights filed the case in the Court on behalf of the indigenous groups.\(^{229}\) At first glance, the questions presented in *Awas Tingni* appear largely procedural in nature: whether, for example, Nicaragua had violated the American Convention on Human Rights by failing to “adopt[] effective measures to ensure the property rights of the
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Community. But embedded in this inquiry was a second, crucial question: How are the property rights of the Community to be measured and defined?

Nicaragua contended that its indigenous residents could not have a recognized property interest in their ancestral lands because they lacked formal title. But, relying on the right to property as defined in the American Convention on Human Rights (the Convention), the Court disagreed. Looking to the indigenous groups’ own system of allocating land as a source of law, the Court emphasized that “[a]mong indigenous peoples there is a communitarian tradition . . . in the sense that ownership of the land is not centered on an individual but rather on the group.” Moreover, “the close ties of indigenous people with the land must be recognized and understood as the fundamental basis of their cultures, their spiritual life, their integrity, and their economic survival.” The Court further noted that Nicaraguan law also recognized that indigenous individuals had possessory rights in their communal lands. Even in the absence of “real title,” the Court concluded that the community’s continuous possession of the land should suffice for official recognition and registration of its property rights.

The Court’s groundbreaking opinion—spawning what has been referred to as the “Awas Tingni effect”—held that indigenous peoples’ customary law of land tenure could give rise to property rights pursuant to the Convention. The case has resonated through other similar Inter-American system claims—such as the U.S. aboriginal title case of Dann v. United States—wherein the Commission relied on Awas Tingni’s interpretation of the right to property to find that the United States had deprived the Danns of equal protection and
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procedural fairness in proceedings terminating their land titles.²⁴⁰ Then, in 2004, in *Maya Indigenous Community of the Toledo District v. Belize*,²⁴¹ the Commission went further and formally adopted the *Awas Tingni* principle, affirming that states must effectively demarcate indigenous peoples’ lands and that the “customary land tenure system [should] be taken into account in this process.”²⁴²

A subsequent string of cases in the Court reinforced the work of the Commission and even expanded on the principles laid out in *Awas Tingni*. In *Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay*, the Court amplified *Awas Tingni* and acknowledged the “close ties of indigenous peoples with their traditional territories and the natural resources therein associated with their culture.”²⁴³ In holding that they “must be safeguarded by Article 21 of the American Convention,” the Court further expressed a desire to protect the indigenous groups’ cultural, religious, and economic lifeways, including the means by which such values are passed through oral tradition.²⁴⁴ The Court followed up on *Yakye Axa* shortly thereafter, further clarifying the property rights of the Enxet-Lengua peoples in *Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay*.²⁴⁵

A subsequent cascade of cases expanded on the right to property principle. In *Moiwana Community v. Suriname*, the Court extended the contours of *Awas Tingni*, upholding indigenous peoples’ right to property.²⁴⁶ The Court suggested that possession was not necessary for securing recognition of indigenous peoples’ aboriginal title to ancestral lands, if “they have been deprived of” the right to use and enjoy those lands because of violence perpetrated by agents of the state.²⁴⁷ And *Saramaka People v. Suriname* ordered that a state “delimit, demarcate, and grant collective title over the territory” of an indigenous group, “in accordance with their customary laws.”²⁴⁸

In all of these cases, it is apparent that the Inter-American Commission and Court are developing a jurisprudence of legally cognizable indigenous
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rights under human rights instruments. As the Court described in *Awas Tingni*, the Court’s “evolutionary interpretation of international instruments for the protection of human rights . . . protects the right to property in a sense which includes . . . the rights of members of the indigenous communities within the framework of communal property.”249 The subsequent opinions demonstrate that the jurisgenerative moment in *Awas Tingni* has persisted, along with a growing understanding that deep connections with particular lands are a constitutive aspect of indigenous cultures. The unique nature of the relationship between the people and the place dictates that a core feature of self-determination for indigenous groups includes respect for the right to continued existence on their traditional lands.250 Thus, the cases reach even further than they first appear, in that they acknowledge ongoing importance of the link between indigenous peoples and their lands, despite historical dispossession and colonization.251

In sum, the inclusion of indigenous customary law in cases with nationally binding impact is one defining aspect of the jurisgenerative moment. While there is enormous progress to be made, much has been gained, and much can be learned, from this bottom-up—and down again—jurisgenerative phenomenon.

### B. In Domestic Legal Systems

In this Section, we focus on the myriad ways in which nation-states have begun to implement indigenous rights, as influenced by international human rights law, in the domestic sphere.252 This phenomenon is seen most clearly in the express adoption of international law through legislative, executive, and
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judicial law-making mechanisms. But this Section also highlights some of the less formal mechanisms by which nation-states adopt international law. For example, implementation of international human rights law in nation-states may occur through “persuasive” means, such as responding to invitations for submissions on complaints issued by the U.N. Human Rights Committee or the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. Strides in human rights also transpire pursuant to “sociological” transitions, wherein state actors begin to adopt the beliefs and behaviors of the world community through a process of “acculturation.” For example, it is now a relatively widespread practice for states to recognize indigenous groups within state borders as “peoples” with rights to self-determination and cultural survival.

Moreover, as other scholars have documented, the international indigenous rights movement of the last several decades has played a crucial role in influencing the actions of nation-states and their propensity to recognize indigenous rights. Thus, even purely domestic laws protecting indigenous rights—without any direct reference to international law—may, in fact, have been the products of international influence.

The trend toward the domestic recognition of international indigenous rights is apparent, if nascent. As discussed at length in Part I.A., twenty countries, including virtually all Latin American countries with significant indigenous populations, have now ratified ILO Convention 169 concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries. And 144 nation-states voted in favor of the U.N. General Assembly’s adoption of the UNDRIP in 2007, with several of the abstentions and all of the four votes in opposition subsequently changing their position. As discussed elsewhere, regional bodies have also played a vital role in advancing indigenous rights at the domestic level.
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Despite these and other advancements, however, critical questions remain about the implementation of indigenous peoples’ rights into domestic law.261 Though relatively few, there are important examples. In 2007, for example, Bolivia became the first nation to expressly incorporate UNDRIP into domestic law.262 In 2008, Japan recognized the Ainu as indigenous people and directly cited UNDRIP in the resolution.263

Less directly, some states have recognized indigenous rights in actions that, albeit without citation to international law, hint at emerging global norms. For example, numerous national constitutions contain protections for indigenous peoples’ rights. The constitutions of Bolivia, Brazil, Nicaragua, and Ecuador, among others, articulate protections for indigenous peoples that align with those set forth in ILO 169 and/or UNDRIP, even if they do not expressly reference those instruments.264

In 2007, the Supreme Court of Belize became the first national high court to cite the UNDRIP.265 In Aurelio Cal et al. v. Belize, the claimants sought redress for the government’s failures “to recognize, protect and respect their customary land rights” based on “the traditional land use and occupation of the Maya people.”266 In short, they argued that indigenous land rights constitute legitimate property rights in Belize. In ruling for the Maya, the Court cited to sources including Belize’s own constitution, opinions of regional human rights systems, and the UNDRIP.267 The Court acknowledged that because the UNDRIP is a declaration, and because Belize had not ratified ILO 169, both documents comprised, at most, nonbinding instruments of customary international law.268 Yet, “where these resolutions or Declarations contain principles of general international law,” the Court wrote, “states are not expected to disregard them.”269 In sum, the Court found that the defendants were bound by domestic and international law “to respect the rights to and interests of the claimants as members of the indigenous Maya community.”270
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In other nation-states, recent judicial decisions reflect similar indigenous rights principles. In 2004, the South African Constitutional Court ruled that South African law recognized traditional land tenure systems and land rights of indigenous communities. In 2006, the Botswana High Court acknowledged the land rights of San hunter-gatherers, relying on principles that map onto those embodied in the UNDRIP, though full and fair implementation of the decision has not been realized. In 2013, the Constitutional Court of Indonesia held that the state could no longer assert ownership of “customary” forests because the forests were “located in the territories of indigenous people” and therefore “were part of indigenous rights.” Despite real challenges to implementation of these decisions, there is hope that national courts will continue to draw on international principles when adjudicating indigenous rights.

In addition to these legislative matters and judicial decisions, the executive branches of numerous states have invited the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to conduct on-site visits and to investigate and report on the situation of indigenous peoples living within a state’s borders. These visits can only occur with the consent and cooperation of the national governments, thereby engaging the state in the review of its treatment of indigenous peoples. In recent years, the Rapporteur has visited Botswana, Brazil, Nepal, the United States, Canada, and dozens of other countries, resulting in the development of a major body of U.N. reports on indigenous peoples’ circumstances vis-à-vis international standards and state treatment
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across the globe. And numerous states have long participated in the U.N. Human Rights Committee’s general reporting procedures.

As for the United States, the State Department has indicated that while the UNDRIP is non-binding, it has “moral and political force.” The State Department’s approach has been to identify the programs of the United States that it believes already comply with standards articulated in the UNDRIP (rather than outlining areas for reform), including federal-tribal “consultation,” “redress” for property losses in the federal courts, and funding and technical support for economic development and health care. In March 2013, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, which oversees many indigenous sacred sites, expressed its support for the UNDRIP and announced specific plans to bring its activities into compliance. While no federal or state court in the United States has yet relied on the UNDRIP in any decision, many party briefs have cited it as reflective of global principles of indigenous human rights law. Perhaps exemplifying jurisgenesis via acculturation, the State Department has emphasized, “the United States is committed to serving as a model in the international community in promoting and protecting the collective rights of indigenous peoples as well as the human rights of all individuals.”

Without doubt, domestic implementation of indigenous peoples’ human rights law around the globe is only beginning and faces serious challenges. But jurisgenesis is present and observable. Increased commitment to indigenous rights in domestic constitutions, court decisions, and legislation—and now the basis for a global protest movement—provide grounds for optimism around meaningful implementation of indigenous human rights law across the range of coercive, persuasive, and acculturative activities.
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Going forward, even where international human rights law is implemented in states—and for that matter, tribes—there will remain important empirical questions about whether and to what extent legal
C. Human Rights in Indigenous Legal Systems

This Section considers the influence of international human rights law and indigenous legal norms on one another, especially in lawmaking and advocacy by tribal nations and other indigenous governments. We focus on “indigenous legal systems,” by which we mean internal lawmaking and governance of indigenous communities themselves.

Indigenous peoples have always had their own systems of law. Though too often those systems of law have been disregarded or suppressed by colonizing nations, today indigenous self-governance is ascending in many communities. Indian tribes in the United States retain inherent but limited rights of self-governance over their reservation lands and tribal members and exercise these through various forms of tribal government. In Canada, while national law significantly circumscribed First Nations’ self-governance rights in the 1800s, there have been new opportunities for indigenous self-governance, including the creation of Nunavut, a self-governing territory. In Latin America, several national constitutions recognize some degree of indigenous territorial autonomy. In Panama and Colombia, for example, some indigenous communities maintain collectively-owned land bases, governed by indigenous councils according to traditional customary practices.

During this contemporary resurgence in indigenous self-governance, and as part of the continuation of tribal lawmaking since time immemorial, changes improve living conditions for indigenous peoples. To that end, empirical work about the situation of indigenous peoples in states around the world, including the Human Rights Council’s Periodic Review, the Special Rapporteur’s Country Reports, and the Permanent Forum’s studies will all be critically important assessment tools. See Anaya, supra note 1, at 105–09. See, e.g., Matthew L.M. Fletcher, American Indian Tribal Law 67–84 (2011) (surveying the history of tribal governments and tribal justice systems).
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indigenous peoples have proven remarkably adept at incorporating law and practices from other sources, while attempting to keep true to indigenous values. In some instances, indigenous peoples, through their governments and other institutions, are turning to international sources, along with their own tribal norms, to illuminate and ensure human rights for their own people.

We see two interrelated dynamics occurring when indigenous legal systems engage with international human rights law. First, we see the diffusion of international human rights norms in indigenous communities. Second, and perhaps even more powerfully, we also see the recovery and revitalization of indigenous peoples’ own human rights norms.


After the U.N. General Assembly adopted the UNDRIP in 2007, indigenous peoples around the world followed suit. In Canada, the Assembly of First Nations endorsed the UNDRIP in 2007. In the United States, tribal nations such as the Pit River Tribe and Gila River Tribe, among others, have done the same. More broadly, tribal governments have drawn on the principles and pronouncements of other human rights instruments, U.N. bodies, and international human rights systems in creating laws at the tribal level. We have uncovered several examples to demonstrate this phenomenon, including tribal constitutions and codes manifesting human rights language. Below we
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describe several tribal court opinions relying on international law and the creation of human rights bodies within tribal communities that are designed to specifically deal with indigenous peoples’ human rights concerns. As we note above, these examples reveal both the diffusion of international norms as well as the recovery of indigenous norms.

Galit Sarfaty’s work highlights the experience of the Pimicikamak Cree Nation in Canada, which incorporated international human rights law into tribal governance. She points to the case as an example of “international norm diffusion” and the process of “mediation” among local, state, and international law. The Pimicikamak Cree occupy a reserve north of Winnipeg where they have long enjoyed a subsistence lifestyle, operated by consensus style government, and have spoken Cree as the language of the community. With the benefit of a 1995 law permitting self-government agreements, the Cree began to reformulate their internal governing systems. They deliberately chose at that time to draw from their own traditional law, as well as Canadian and international law. According to Sarfaty, the Cree had learned about international human rights law largely through their campaign to expose violations of their rights by Canada and hydroelectric companies in the 1980s and 1990s, through advocacy to the United Nations and other international bodies. As Sarfaty puts it, “Having been exposed to international human rights norms through their political mobilization, the Cree began to incorporate these norms into both their official discourse (e.g., their constitution, laws, and formal statements to external parties) and their local political discourse.”

In the process of developing “modern governance” within the framework of their “[t]raditional ways,” the Cree first revived and updated traditional institutions, such as their consensus-based dispute resolution format and its reliance on the values of min-o-puh-now (harmony), mi-nah-sin (beauty), and mi-nah-yaw-win (well-being). At the same time, they kept and improved upon certain of the Indian Act’s institutions, including the appointment of a Chief and Council. Perhaps most remarkably, the Cree restructured their law to ensure that it recognized individual and collective rights of the community, with particular attention to the rights of women and youth. Accordingly, the
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“First Written Law” transferred legislative power from the Council of Elders to a new Women’s Council and Youth Council. \(^{302}\) Notably, the Cree also expressly referenced the ICCPR and ICESR, the Canadian Charter, and Cree law in their new constitution.

Per Sarfaty’s account, the Cree appear to have been at the forefront of integrating tribal with international legal sources, moving toward a revitalized indigenous government that is responsive to contemporary circumstances. According to the Assembly of First Nations, the Cree now have “a model of accountable governance based on inherent jurisdiction that seeks to reconcile tradition with modern circumstances.” \(^{303}\)

American Indian tribes too have participated in the revitalization of tribal government, with attention to the need to address vestiges of colonialism, including the federal government’s use of tribal institutions as agents of assimilation. For example, today’s tribal courts have authority over certain civil and criminal matters arising on reservations, as delineated in tribal statutory and common law. \(^{304}\) These courts, however, bring complicated histories to their work: some courts evolved directly from traditional tribal dispute resolution systems, while others were created by the federal government to adjudicate its special Indian regulatory law on reservations beginning in the 1880s. \(^{305}\) These courts of Indian offenses had the task of enforcing federal laws, including those that expressly forbade and punished the practice of Indian religions. \(^{306}\) Tribal courts have also been highly influenced by federal decisions and statutes that regulate their civil and criminal jurisdiction. \(^{307}\)

With those legacies weighing heavily, today’s tribal courts work toward being internally responsive to tribal needs and norms, as well as representing institutional legitimacy to outsiders, a set of challenges that has been aptly explored by Matthew Fletcher. \(^{308}\) One aspect of the struggle to decolonize tribal courts is to revitalize traditional customary law. For example, after years
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of “borrowing” from neighboring state law to resolve disputes ranging from family to criminal law, the Navajo Nation Supreme Court has now expressed a jurisprudential preference for applying Navajo common law over federal and state sources of law. As Navajo Supreme Court Justice Ray Austin has explained, this process “involves retrieving ancient tribal values, customs, and norms and using them to solve contemporary legal issues.” Writing from an Anishinaabe legal perspective, John Borrows describes the process of “drawing out law” that involves looking to indigenous experience for legal norms and processes. Here we observe that, in the jurisgenerative moment, tribal courts are also using international human rights law as a tool in decolonizing tribal court jurisprudence and emphasizing indigenous human rights norms.

In the case of Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians v. Torres, for example, the Supreme Court of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians relied in part on international legal norms to contain the impact of Oliphant v. Suquamish Tribe, a 1978 U.S. Supreme Court decision that severely limits tribes’ ability to prosecute non-Indians for crimes committed on reservations. Deciding that Oliphant did not prevent the court from hearing a case against a non-Indian, non-citizen of the United States, the Torres decision drew on tribal and international law. First, the Court looked at the Cherokee Code which acknowledged that “[t]he Judicial Branch shall not have jurisdiction over matters in which the exercise of jurisdiction has been specifically prohibited by a binding decision of the United States Supreme Court, the United States Court of Appeals or by an Act of Congress.” A thorough review of these sources, including Oliphant, revealed that the tribe’s jurisdiction had not been abrogated with respect to asserting criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians who are not U.S. citizens. As the court wrote, “The Cherokee Nation had such jurisdiction in 1492; it has it today.” Preserving this jurisdiction was important, according to the court, “to protect the safety, health, economic development, liberty, and the general welfare of the Eastern Band . . . and all other people
who live, work or visit on Tribal lands.” 316 In addition, the court noted that its holding, “and the federal policy of self-determination of Indian tribes, is consistent with and supported by established norms of customary international law,” including anti-discrimination principles, as well as “the traditions, customs and culture of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.” 317

In another case, Selena v. Hualapai Tribe, the Hualapai Court of Appeals considered arguments that, by allowing a child’s parent to participate in court proceedings, the trial court had improperly handled the testimony of a child witness leading to the defendant’s criminal conviction in a matter involving sexual assault. 318 The appellate court noted the challenge of preserving the well-being of a ten-year-old child who had expressed fear at facing the defendant in court, while at the same time preserving the defendant’s constitutional rights. 319 In resolving the question, the court relied on the Hualapai Law & Order Code’s choice-of-law provision, which allows the Hualapai courts to “look to other legal systems for guidance where Hualapai written or common law does not cover the matter in question.” 320 Thus, the appellate court set up the jurisgenerative moment by first establishing its ability to look to extraterritorial law for guidance when Hualapai laws are silent. The Court ultimately borrowed from the International Criminal Court Rules, which more leniently allow for the presence of a “support person” during proceedings for child witnesses. 321

These cases provide an anecdotal glimpse into how tribal courts are interpreting and revitalizing tribal law through the lens of international law to better serve the needs of the reservation polity.


In this Section, we describe how two U.S. Indian Tribes—the Navajo Nation and the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians—are engaging, developing,
and revitalizing human rights through a jurisgenerative process. This process embraces tribal and international sources in ways that portend change and growth in both indigenous and international advocacy. Here we identify and analyze examples that have not yet, to our knowledge, been discussed in the legal literature.

We observe that the experience of human rights emerging from the Navajo Nation, the Eastern Band of Cherokees, and other communities is not merely an example of “norm entrepreneurship” or “norm diffusion,” in which worldly activists bring new concepts to tribal communities. In these examples, we believe we are seeing something potentially more reciprocal, more vibrant, and, in fact, more indigenous. While tribes are certainly embracing international human rights concepts like “self-determination,” as suggested in the Navajo example, they are simultaneously uncovering their own human rights norms. They are, in turn, applying these norms, in conjunction with other sources, to internal and external advocacy, as well as toward the goals of decolonization and revitalization, in tribal, domestic, and international forums alike.

a. The Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission: Race Relations, Sacred Sites, and Water Rights

The Navajo Nation is a federally recognized American Indian tribe that resides on a reservation of 27,425 square miles stretching across the states of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. The Navajo Nation has 298,000 citizens, approximately 173,000 of whom live on the reservation, along with several thousand non-Navajo residents, including Anglos, Hopis, and others. The reservation is located within the treaty-guaranteed, traditional territory of the Navajo, among their four sacred mountains.

For decades, the Navajo Nation has been a leader in developing legal institutions and substantive law, with an express goal of imbuing contemporary practice with Navajo values and processes. The Navajo Nation operates a three-branch form of government, with popularly elected legislators and executives as well as an appointed judiciary.
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law, as well as the legislative code and judicial decisions are all vibrant aspects of Navajo governance. In 2006, the legislative council of the Navajo Nation created an entity broadly devoted to human rights—the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission (NNHRC)—which is obligated to “address discriminatory actions against citizens of the Navajo Nation.” Toward this end, the NNHRC receives complaints, conducts investigations, gathers information, and engages in advocacy work. It advocates for Navajo human rights, especially in areas of discrimination, sacred sites access, forced relocation, and unexplained deaths, through communication with the local, state, and federal governments, as well as with international human rights tribunals and organizations.

The NNHRC takes a deeply integrative approach to human rights. In terms of substantive law, the NNHRC draws primarily from Navajo law, particularly the Diné principles of Sa’a Naaghai Bik’e Hozhoo, Hashkéejí, Hózhóójí and K’é: “being resilient, content, disciplined and maintaining peaceful relationships with all creation.” The Commission’s work also relies on international law principles, even in some cases to critique the positive law within the Navajo Nation. Regarding self-determination, for example, the NNHRC draws on Articles 3 and 4 of the UNDRIP, which define self-determination as an attribute of indigenous peoplehood. It contrasts this with the Navajo Nation’s own legislative code, which describes self-determination merely as a “goal,” and has, accordingly, called for legislative reform within the Navajo Nation to give greater strength to the Navajo Nation’s own articulation of the term.

This example crystallizes our understanding of how even internal Navajo Nation power brokers can be, and are, challenged by a distinctly tribal human rights commission that is fueled both by the Navajo cosmologies, as well as the force and persuasion of international human rights. This sits in direct contrast to the specter of the insulated, isolated paideic nomos that scholars had feared—one that serves to only reify power and speak to the viewpoints and rights of “cultural elites.” We see this convergence of the UNDRIP with various sources of Navajo law as marking a distinctive, jurisgenerative moment, wherein the Navajo government is urged—oftentimes with the
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conversation occurring, quite literally, in Navajo—to re-engage its own traditional, political vision.

The NNHRC’s investigative and advocacy projects similarly reveal jurisgenerative trends. The NNHRC’s initial project, involving the investigation of hate crimes against Navajo people occurring in border towns, integrated tribal, domestic, and international norms. The NNHRC’s 2008–2009 report began with a recitation of Navajo values that had guided the NNHRC in taking victim assessment testimony from over 400 individuals. The report emphasized that speeches at council meetings must be guided by k’e, “the ‘glue’ that creates and binds relationships between people.” The report also indicated a reliance on UNDRIP’s principles of equality, cultural difference, non-discrimination, and indigenous human rights in assessing the interconnected, deeply contextual problems of Navajo homelessness, loss of identity and culture, vulnerability to discrimination (including in consumer transactions, education, and employment), and violent crime.

The NNHRC has also addressed sacred sites protection, especially with respect to the infamous case of *Navajo Nation v. U.S. Forest Service*. In that case, the Ninth Circuit upheld the U.S. Forest Service’s decision to permit the use of treated sewage effluent in San Francisco Peaks ski area snowmaking, which desecrated one of the Navajo people’s holiest mountains, in the face of claims alleging violations of religious freedoms and environmental rights. Noting the losses experienced by tribal members when prevented from accessing sites to “conduct prayers, ceremonies and present offerings,” an NNHRC report called on both the city of Flagstaff and the Navajo Nation itself to take a stronger stance to prioritize Navajo religion and culture over competing economic opportunities. The NNHRC’s assessment drew on UNDRIP Articles 11 and 12, which guarantee indigenous peoples religious and cultural freedoms, with special protections for access to sacred sites. It also cited “Diné Fundamental Law, the Diné Bi Beeház’aamní Bitsé Siléí, adopted and enacted as the primary law of the Navajo Nation in 2002,” which specifically identifies and protects the San Francisco Peaks as a “living mountain.”
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The NNRHC took its claims a step further in 2010, submitting a formal complaint to the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Indigenous Peoples. The complaint alleged that the United States violated international law and the human rights of the Navajo people through its failure to protect the San Francisco Peaks. Invoking the language of international human rights discourse, the NNHRC Executive Director stated, “The Navajo people is a part of the world community and the world community has set standards for a good reason[.] . . . The United States must be responsible and abide by international standards that protect the human rights of Navajos.” The Special Rapporteur, in turn, referenced the NNHRC’s complaint about the San Francisco Peaks in his recent country report on the United States.

In one of its most ambitious moves, the NNHRC opposed proposed federal legislation that would settle Navajo and Hopi claims to water rights on the Little Colorado River. The proposed legislation was supported by Navajo Nation President Ben Shelly, while the NNHRC’s advocacy on this issue was perceived as representing “the people,” especially grassroots groups. The NNHRC opposed the federal, state, and tribal governments, as well as arguably self-interested corporate players. According to the NNHRC, Navajo people were granted insufficient notice of and participation in the legislative process in violation of the UNDRIP’s call for “free, prior and informed consent” by indigenous peoples to measures affecting their interests.

Relying on UNDRIP’s Article 26, the NNHRC report asserted that “[w]ater is a Navajo natural resource,” belonging to “[i]ndigenous peoples.” And, in this case, it belonged to the Diné people in particular. The NNHRC elaborated from Navajo tradition that water and other resources “are fundamental, sacred and spiritual sustenance to the Diné people since time immemorial,” and are linked to religion, culture, sustenance, clan
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identifications, and Navajo ceremonies. As the NNHRC explained, “Water is in the Diné clans such as Tó’áháni, Tábąąha, To’aheedlinii, Tóhdích’iíinii, Tótohhini, Tó Baazhni’ázhí, to name a few.” For the Diné, their peoples originated “around the four corners region which is the Diné female heart of the earth.”

On May 18, 2012, the NNHRC adopted a resolution opposing the Navajo-Hopi Little Colorado River Water Rights Settlement Act of 2012 on grounds that it violated the human rights of the Diné people by denying them adequate participation in the water resource decision. The NNRHC called for all elected officials to oppose the measure as well. On July 5, 2012, the Navajo Nation Council voted 15-6 against the settlement and federal enabling legislation.

The work of the NNHRC illustrates the jurisgenerative moment in indigenous peoples’ human rights. The NNHRC thus far has embraced a capacious set of claims and has drawn fluidly from multiple sources of law to define human rights for the Dine people. Notably, the NNHRC does not seem to struggle over some of the dichotomous categories, such as individual and tribal rights, that so fixate many commentators. Its complaint process allows for the investigation of human rights violations by a number of possible parties, including police, courts, and schools, both within and outside the Navajo Nation. In all of its endeavors, the NNHRC has advanced the concept and practice of human rights in ways that draw from both Navajo and international law, exhibiting growth and reflecting indigenous values in the law-making process.

b. The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians: Responding to Violence Against Women

The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (the “Eastern Band” or “Eastern Cherokee”), primarily located on the Qualla Boundary in North Carolina, is a tribe of over 13,000 members, of whom approximately 9,000 reside on tribal land. The Eastern Band’s government operates pursuant to a tribal charter
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and code and has an elected council and principal chief, as well as a separate
judiciary.356

In 2011, the Eastern Band hosted United Nations Special Rapporteur on
Violence Against Women, Rashida Manjoo, during her country visit to the
United States.357 Manjoo’s visit occurred during a period of unprecedented
national and global attention on the issue of American Indian women’s safety
and justice. According to Congressional findings, 34 percent of American
Indian and Alaska Native women will be raped in their lifetimes, and
39 percent of them will be subject to domestic violence.358 These rates exceed
those experienced by any other population of women in the United States.359
The experience of the Eastern Cherokees in combating these problems suggests
a role for international human rights law in empowering indigenous women to
recover and revitalize norms protecting women in contemporary circumstances,
and to seek reform at the tribal, national, and international levels.

The causes of violence against American Indian women are complex and
numerous.360 Scholars generally agree that many indigenous societies, such as
the Eastern Cherokee, had historical legal and societal mechanisms to protect
women from sexual assault and other forms of violence.361 Yet, the social,
economic, and cultural upheaval experienced by indigenous peoples during
generations of European conquest and colonization severely undermined the
health and well-being of indigenous communities; and as indigenous
communities suffered, indigenous women became more vulnerable to
violence.362

Observers have argued that the Cherokees’ matrilineal and matrilocal
social organization and traditional respect for Cherokee women’s autonomy
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historically served to protect women and children from abuse. Pre-contact Cherokee communities were structured around clan identities and kinship obligations, inherited from one’s mother, as well as local town political organization. Women controlled the fields and homes, chose their own sexual partners, and could divorce them with little disruption. Men, in turn, were responsible for hunting, warfare, and political activities that often kept them away from home. These gender roles were reflected in Cherokee oral stories, which described balance between female and male figures and modeled the peaceful resolution of disputes between spouses. Yet, the traditional law of the Cherokees also provided sanctions for assault and rape, and if a husband or partner killed his wife, her clan was obligated to seek retribution from his.

The cosmology, socioeconomic structure, and dispute resolution systems of the Cherokees, then, offered protections for women. But in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, contact with European governments (and eventually the federal and state governments of the United States) and other non-Cherokees created pressure to consider new forms of government, religion, and dispute resolution. With the ascension of a national governing council, the abolition of clan law, and new legislation providing for the transmission of citizenship and property along male (as well as female) family lines, some of the traditional protections for women dissipated. Increasingly violent incursions of white settlers, the reduction of the Cherokee land base, introduction of alcohol, religious conversion, and usurpation of tribal jurisdiction by surrounding states all made it difficult to address social issues through traditional Cherokee norms and structures. At various points, federal
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policy makers and churches sought to elevate Cherokee women’s “equality” by encouraging them to take on European gender roles, such as weaving and sewing, and leave farming for the men. At the tribal level, new statutes codified the rights of married women to own property. Notwithstanding the “cultural persistence” of Cherokee women, however, scholars have argued that the de-stabilization of gender, labor, and cultural norms disrupted the matrilineality of Cherokee society and may have left women more vulnerable to domestic violence at key points in the Removal, Civil War, and Allotment eras. Other commentators have reported on the contrast between contemporary episodes of violence—compounded by the political, economic and social legacies of federal policies in Indian Country—and what they describe as the Cherokee “Harmony Ethic.”

In Cherokee communities, as elsewhere in Indian Country, contemporary rates of rape and domestic violence suffered by Native women suggest a breakdown, among other things, of traditional indigenous values and clan structures, caused by conquest and colonization. In the United States, addressing these issues through tribal justice systems has been difficult in contemporary times because of Supreme Court decisions stripping tribal courts of jurisdiction over crimes committed by non-Indians and federal statutes diminishing tribal sentencing authority. And while the federal
government has law enforcement authority over violent crimes occurring on reservations, it has a record of declining to exercise this power, creating an enforcement gap. 383

It is against this backdrop of escalating rates of sexual assault and domestic violence against women that the Special Rapporteur made her 2011 visit to Eastern Cherokee. One of her first meetings included instruction about the traditional legal and social system of the Cherokees. 384 Terri Henry, a Councilwoman in the Eastern Band, explicated the link between United States Indian policy and contemporary violence in Native communities. She invoked the federally ordered relocation of the Cherokees to Indian Country in 1838 via the “Trail of Tears” to emphasize that the “Removal Act legalized the deaths of thousands of Cherokee.”385 Indeed, the Eastern Band of Cherokees are direct descendants of those who tried to resist the relocation and whose descendants ultimately rebuilt their society amid the states and citizens that had sought to expel them. 386 Henry explained that the history reveals a legacy of violence and oppression that lives on in the disparate treatment of Indians in the United States. 387

By the time of the Special Rapporteur’s visit, women within the Eastern Band of Cherokees had for years been trying to address issues of social justice and cultural revitalization in their community. 388 With respect to violence against women, several women formed Clan Star Inc. to pursue advocacy through tribal, federal, and international channels to end violence within the community by promoting traditional tribal values of respect for all living things
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and honoring women. As Clan Star’s mission statement asserts: “any abuse is not traditional and is not acceptable.” Clan Star advocated for national legislation including the Violence Against Women Act of 2005 and participated in briefing the Jessica Gonzales case before the Inter-American Court on Human Rights.

Tribal government too has addressed violence against women at Eastern Cherokee. In 2002, the Eastern Band enacted a statute on domestic violence, which provides avenues to the tribal courts for redress and protections. Forms of relief include final protective orders and temporary ex parte orders in emergency situations to aid and support victims in numerous respects. The Eastern Band has also enacted enhanced emergency responder, public safety, judicial, and offender rehabilitation programs. In addition, the tribe has been involved in advocacy at the national level, supporting the 2010 Tribal Law and Order Act’s (TLOA) enhancement of tribal court sentencing authority. Tribal leadership also supported the Violence Against Women Act’s provisions for concurrent tribal court jurisdiction over certain domestic violence crimes committed by non-Indians. In 2012, the Eastern Band Tribal Court, acting on its expanded authority under the TLOA, handed down a four-year sentence for a domestic violence conviction, one of the longest sentences ever imposed by the court. Today “Cherokee women have the right as citizens of the Eastern Band to the protection of their government.”

As Councilwoman Henry explained, the visit of Special Rapporteur Manjoo in 2011 gave the Eastern Band an opportunity to showcase tribal
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lawmaking and programmatic responses to the domestic violence crisis, and the change in consciousness that the community has experienced about these issues. As Henry said, “Ms. Manjoo’s visit provided the setting for our community to talk openly about our desire to ensure that women can live lives free from violence.” 397 The Eastern Band revealed that the tribal response to domestic violence is a holistic and collective process wherein all women and all families affected by domestic abuse “must be healed,” not only “by the immediate intervention of law enforcement [and] prosecution,” but also by “education, counseling, and other appropriate services.” 398 More broadly, as Henry says, “legal reform often takes years, even decades.” 399 Thus, addressing violence against women involves not only increasing the law enforcement powers of tribal government, but also of getting together “as tribal relatives” to “find additional ways to protect women and deal with the monsters amongst us.” 400

In many respects, the Eastern Band’s response to violence against women is a jurisgenerative moment in indigenous rights. While Cherokee women had long advocated for reform through tribal and national law, their engagement with the Inter-American Commission and Special Rapporteur has connected the experience of Cherokee women with all women across the globe who seek justice under the law and a life free of violence. At the same time, as the Special Rapporteur’s Report becomes an aspect of the international human rights discourse on violence against women, that movement and conversation can begin to reflect the particular experiences, histories, and values of indigenous women. The Special Rapporteur noted the many ways the history and legacy of colonization contribute to the indigenous domestic violence problem—and stressed the role of indigenous communities in developing contemporary solutions, both tribal and national, to domestic violence. 401 These are potentially transformative departures from the narrow focus on individuals and states, 402 and indigenous versus Western solutions, 403 that sometimes
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characterizes the discourse about American Indian women and domestic violence. This is one example of the jurisgenerative process at work, suggesting the capacity of indigenous and international human rights norms to influence one another toward individual and collective well-being.

CONCLUSION

A recent report of the International Law Association Committee suggested that state and international practices supportive of indigenous rights have “progressively increase[ed] over the last few decades like a flooding river under an unstoppable rain.” In this regard, the indigenous human rights movement, with its historic antecedents and contemporary advancements, is unfolding before our eyes. With certain key instruments in place, today the challenge is to strengthen and implement indigenous rights in nations around the globe.

While it is too early to make conclusive judgments about the ultimate trajectory or effect of the indigenous rights movement, several aspects are already apparent. This is a story about disparate groups who, having a shared, common history of devastation by European conquest and domination, have come together as a global community of indigenous peoples determined to make human rights make a difference. It is a story of indigenous agency and indigenous values, resilient over time and ascendant in the twenty-first century. It is a story of the development and implementation of human rights law that is occurring, and must occur, formally and informally, through dynamic and interrelated actions in international, domestic, and tribal venues alike. Bolstered by post war exigencies and subsequent global commitments to human rights, indigenous peoples are finally able to embrace the shared, global vision of human rights on their own terms.

And, finally, this is a story of peoples who never expected human rights to be pure or romantic. With their eyes wide open, indigenous peoples are using
human rights law, infused with indigenous norms and processes, as an empowering tool in their struggle for decolonization and cultural survival, in relationship with the land and with others who inhabit it.\textsuperscript{406} This is, in our view, a jurisgenerative moment in indigenous rights—a moment when human rights have the potential to become more capacious, embracing norms of equality and self-determination, and multiple means of implementation, to reflect the ways that individuals and peoples around the globe live, and want to live, today.
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